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a b s t r a c t

This paper deals with the computation of nonlinear 2D transient magnetic fields when the
data concerning the electric current sources involve potential drop excitations. In the first
part, a mathematical model is stated, which is solved by an implicit time discretization
scheme combined with a finite element method for space approximation. The second part
focuses on developing a numerical method to compute periodic solutions by determining
a suitable initial current which avoids large simulations to reach the steady state. This
numerical method leads to solve a nonlinear system of equations which requires to
approximate several nonlinear and linear magnetostatic problems. The proposed methods
are first validatedwith an axisymmetric example and sinusoidal source having an analytical
solution. Then, we show the saving in computational effort that this methodology offers
to approximate practical problems specially with pulse-width modulation (PWM) voltage
supply.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper is devoted to the numerical computation of transient magnetic fields when the source data involve potential
drops in some conductors. The case where the currents are given reduces to solve a nonlinear magnetostatic problem at
each time in some interval, and hence time appears as a parameter. However, the case with potential drop excitations is
more involved because the model becomes a system of degenerate parabolic nonlinear partial differential equations.

The engineering problem motivating our study is the numerical computation of heat losses in devices like electric
machines. Nowadays, some of these devices are frequently supplied with pulse-width modulation (PWM) voltages (see,
for instance, [1]) rather than harmonic ones. This leads to increased losses in the ferromagnetic cores and, consequently, to
reduce the normal operating capacity of the devices. Therefore, the accurate prediction of losses caused by a PWM source is
critical for electrical machine design operated by PWM inverters, in order to improve the efficiency of the device.

The numerical simulation provides an alternative tool to laboratory experiments to determine the electromagnetic losses.
However, the nonlinear behavior of ferromagnetic materials and the laminated structure of the devices lead to difficult
nonlinear problems; see, for instance, [2–6] and references therein. In this framework, a two-dimensional (2D) transient
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Fig. 1. Coils with magnetic core (left) and detail of the laminate (right).

nonlinear magnetic model is often used to compute the electromagnetic fields in a plane parallel to the plates and then
the losses are estimated a posteriori [7,8]. The numerical solution of this 2D model with voltage drop excitations is the
main objective of this paper. The mathematical model covers the case where the voltage drop per unit length is known and
also the one where the data is the voltage drop between two conductors carrying the same current in opposite directions.
Of particular interest and difficulty is the case of PWM voltage supply because these kinds of signals are discontinuous
with a large number of discontinuities in each period, thus requiring the use of very small time steps and thereby a great
computational effort. The problem is even more serious because the calculation of losses requires to obtain previously the
steady-state electromagnetic field. In principle, this field is only reached after simulating a certain number of cycles, unless
the initial current is properly chosen. Thus, one of themain contributions of the paper is the introduction of a new procedure
to calculate the initial current corresponding to the periodic steady-state solution thus allowing to integrate the equations
only along one single period.

In the literature there are several references dealingwith the efficient computation of steady-state solutions of nonlinear
transient eddy current problems. Let usmention, for instance, papers based on the time-periodic finite elementmethod [1,9],
on frequency domain approximations [10,11], on shooting-Newton method [12,13] or on another procedures [14]. All
these methodologies try to avoid the solution of the transient problem along several cycles, which would require a large
computational effort specially with signals like the PWM ones. In this paper, we focus on the transient magnetic model
without considering eddy currents effects. To avoid the step by step procedure, we introduce a newmethod that essentially
requires the solution of a nonlinear system of equations the unknowns of which are the initial currents. For this purpose,
Newton’smethod is employed. At each iteration, a nonlinearmagnetostatic problem and some linear ones have to be solved.
Each of the latter provides the derivatives of the equations to be solvedwith respect to the initial currents. These derivatives
are needed by the Newton’s algorithm. The positive definite symmetric matrices of these linear problems coincide so they
are assembled and factorized only once.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the transient 2D nonlinear model to be solved and write the
equations in terms of the axial component of themagnetic vector potential. Section 3 is devoted to the numerical solution of
this nonlinear transient problem.We propose a backward Euler scheme for time discretization and a standard finite element
method for space approximation; at each time step, the nonlinearity is solved by means of a duality iterative algorithm. In
Section 4 we introduce a new methodology to compute the initial conditions allowing us to obtain an electromagnetic
field very close to the steady-state solution by solving the problem in one single period. In Section 5we obtain the analytical
solution of a nonlinear test problem in an axisymmetric geometry under different source conditions. This analytical solution
will be employed in Section 6 to validate the numerical techniques proposed in the previous sections. Finally, we also
illustrate the performance of the method from the point of view of applications.

2. Mathematical modeling

In this section we state a 2D transient magnetic problem which arises in the mathematical modeling of laminated mag-
netic media. We specially focus on providing different kinds of current sources to the electromagnetic system.

2.1. A two-dimensional transient magnetic model

In order tominimize the electromagnetic losses, themagnetic cores of electricalmachines are laminatedmedia consisting
of a large number of stacked steel sheets, which are orthogonal to the direction of the currents traversing the coils (see Fig. 1).

In principle, in order to compute the electromagnetic losses in the device it would be necessary to solve a three-
dimensional transient eddy currentmodel in the laminatedmedia considering hysteresis effects. However, the high number
of sheets and its small thickness (less than one millimeter) would require to consider a very fine mesh within each sheet
leading to high computational costs. To avoid this problem, we can find several approaches trying to simplify the modeling
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of laminated cores [3–6]. An economic strategy extensively used consists in solving a 2D-FEM transient magnetic model
defined in the transversal section of the device by assuming that the magnetic flux lies on the xy-plane. In this context,
losses are estimated a posteriori (see, for instance, [7,8]) bymeans of loss separationmodels based on semi-empirical formulas
which give, separately, the hysteresis, the classical eddy currents and the excess eddy current losses. In this paper, and as a
previous step to the losses computation, we will focus on the aforementioned 2D transient magnetic problem with special
emphasis in the different kind of sources the device can be supplied with. As explained in the Introduction, we will pay
particular attention to the case of PWM voltage drop excitations and the main problems appearing when dealing with the
numerical simulation of these signals.

Let us assume that the current sources J have non-null component only in the z space direction and that this component
does not depend on z, i.e., J = Jzez , with Jz = Jz(x, y, t). We also assume that the laminated core is invariant along the
z-direction and that, in the field equations, we neglect the effects of eddy currents in this direction. In this case, the core can
be considered as a homogeneous medium and it is easy to see that the magnetic field H, and then the magnetic induction,
B, have only components on the xy-plane and both are independent of z; namely,

H = Hx(x, y, t)ex + Hy(x, y, t)ey, (1)

B = Bx(x, y, t)ex + By(x, y, t)ey. (2)
Thus, for a given current density J, the 2D transient magnetic problem in the x, y-plane transversal to the device reads:

curl H = J, (3)
div B = 0. (4)

This model is completed with the constitutive law relating the magnetic field to the flux density. In linear materials this
relation reads B = µH, where µ is the magnetic permeability, while in nonlinear media µ depends on |H|, i.e.,

B = µ(|H|)H. (5)
Eqs. (3)–(4) are defined in the whole space. However, in order to apply a standard finite element method, we will reduce

the computations to a bounded domain with suitable boundary conditions to be defined in the sequel.
Let us consider a boundeddomainΩ composed by several connected conductors, a ferromagnetic core and the air around.

Let us denote by Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N the conductors in Ω representing the cross section of the coils. In particular, we will
suppose that all of them are stranded conductors, which makes possible to assume that the current density is uniformly
distributed and given by

Jz,i(t) =
Ii(t)

meas(Ωi)
, (6)

where Ii(t) denotes the total current acrossΩi at time t , that is, the number of turns multiplied by the current along the coil.
Actually, for each conductorΩi, we will see below that the source can be given in terms of either the current or the potential
drop per unit length in the z-direction.

We also denote by ΩN+1 the complementary domain occupied by the non-conducting media without current source
(in our case, the air and the ferromagnetic cores), i.e., ΩN+1 = Ω \ ∪

N
i=1 Ωi. Then, we must solve the following system of

equations:
curl H = J in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N, (7)
curl H = 0 in ΩN+1, (8)
div B = 0 in Ω, (9)
B = µ(|H|)H in Ω. (10)

Concerning the magnetic law (10), we will assume a linear behavior for the air while the coils and the laminated media
may have a nonlinear behavior. We notice that our setting may include several laminated media. However, for the sake of
simplicity, along the paper wewill assume there is only one. On the other hand, the coils are usually made by amagnetically
linear material but, for the sake of completeness, we will deal here with a more general case.

2.2. Magnetic vector potential formulation

In order to solve the two-dimensional model described above it is convenient to introduce a magnetic vector potential
because it leads to solve a scalar problem instead of a vector one.

Since B is divergence free, there exists a so-called magnetic vector potential A such that B = curl A. Under the as-
sumptions above, we can choose a magnetic vector potential that does not depend on z and does not have either x or y
components, i.e., A = Az(x, y, t)ez (see, for instance, [15]).

Thus, in terms of A, the transient magnetic model reads:
curl(νi(|curl A|)curl A) = J in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N (coils) , (11)
curl(νN+1(|curl A|)curl A) = 0 in ΩN+1 (laminate and air), (12)

where νi denotes the magnetic reluctivity of Ωi. In the air νN+1 = 1/µ0, (where µ0 denotes the magnetic permeability of
the empty space), while in the ferromagnetic material νN+1 is a nonlinear function of |B| = |curl A|.
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Next, we will describe how to impose different kinds of transient sources in the coils. Let σi be the electrical conductivity
of domain Ωi. Taking into account the assumptions on J, from the Ohm’s law, J = σiE, we deduce that, in each conductor Ωi,
the electric field E has to be of the form

E = Ez(x, y, t)ez . (13)

However, as it is argued in [15], the electric field should have a more general form outside the conductors. Indeed, from
Faraday’s law,

∂B
∂t

+ curl E = 0

a scalar potential V must exist such that
∂A
∂t

+ E = − grad V .

Given the shape of A, we deduce from this equality that

Ex = −
∂V
∂x

, (14)

Ey = −
∂V
∂y

, (15)

∂Az

∂t
+ Ez = −

∂V
∂z

. (16)

If E also had the form (13) outside the conductors, i.e., if Ex ≡ 0 and Ey ≡ 0 then V would only be dependent on z and t , in
contradiction to the fact that the conductors may have different electric potentials.

Anyway, in conductors, Eq. (16) and the fact that the left-hand side does not depend on z while the right-hand side is
independent of x and y leads to

∂V
∂z

= Ci(t) in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N.

Function Ci(t) represents the potential drop per unit length in direction z, in conductor Ωi. Hence, from the previous
equation and (16) one deduces

σi
∂Az

∂t
+ σiEz = −σiCi(t) in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N. (17)

By integrating this equation on each Ωi we get

d
dt


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, t) dxdy +


Ωi

σiEz(x, y, t) dxdy = −Ci(t)


Ωi

σi dxdy (18)

and hence, from Ohm’s law,
d
dt


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, t) dxdy + Ii(t) = −Ci(t)


Ωi

σi dxdy.

Taking into account the previous discussion, we will assume that, for each conductor Ωi, either the potential drop Ci(t) or
the current Ii(t) is given. In particular, let us suppose there are NC conductors of the first type and N −NC of the second one.
Moreover, let us introduce the resistance of the i-th conductor per unit length in the z direction by

αi :=
1

Ωi
σi dxdy

. (19)

On the boundary ∂Ω of Ω , we will consider for simplicity a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, A = 0, which
means that B · n = 0 on ∂Ω . Another classic boundary condition in magnetostatics is H × n = 0. In this case, 1/µ
curl A × n = 0 and further development would be done without any difficulty.

Thus, the problem to be solved is the following:

Problem 2.1. Given functions Ci(t), i = 1, . . . ,NC, Ii(t), i = NC + 1, . . . ,N , and initial currents I0i , i = 1, . . . ,NC, find a
field A = Az(x, y, t)ez and currents Ii(t), i = 1, . . . ,NC, such that

curl(νi(|curl A|)curl A) =
Ii(t)

meas(Ωi)
ez in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N, (20)

curl(νN+1(|curl A|)curl A) = 0 in ΩN+1, (21)
A = 0 on ∂Ω, (22)
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d
dt


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, t) dxdy + Ii(t) = −Ci(t)α−1
i , i = 1, . . . ,NC, (23)

Ii(0) = I0i , i = 1, . . . ,NC. (24)

We notice that, in (20), the currents for i = NC + 1, . . . ,N are given, but the rest of them, i.e., those for i = 1, . . . ,NC are
unknown. In order to compute the latter we have added Eqs. (23) and (24) to the system.

From the computational point of view, it is convenient to eliminate the unknown currents Ii(t), i = 1, . . . ,NC from the
system. For this purpose, we first obtain Ii(t) from (23) and then replace it in (20) for i = 1, . . . ,NC. Then Problem 2.1 can
be rewritten as:

Problem 2.2. Given functions Ci(t), i = 1, . . . ,NC, Ii(t), i = NC + 1, . . . ,N , and initial currents I0i , i = 1, . . . ,NC, find a
field A = Az(x, y, t)ez such that

1
meas(Ωi)

d
dt


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, t) dxdy ez + curl(νi(|curl A|)curl A)

= −
Ci(t)α−1

i

meas(Ωi)
ez in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (25)

curl(νi(|curl A|)curl A) =
Ii(t)

meas(Ωi)
ez in Ωi, i = NC + 1, . . . ,N, (26)

curl(νN+1(|curl A|)curl A) = 0 in ΩN+1, (27)
A = 0, on ∂Ω, (28)

Ii(0) = I0i , i = 1, . . . ,NC. (29)

Remark 2.1. Notice that when the currents are supported on a surface S (i.e., on a curve in 2D), they have to be represented
by a distribution rather than a function. In fact, if JS = JSzez denotes the surface current density (A/m), then it is well-known
that the tangential component of the magnetic field is discontinuous across S, more precisely

[H × n] = [ν(|curl A|)curl A × n] = JS on S, (30)

where n is a unit normal vector and [·] denotes the jump across S.

2.3. A particular case: couples of conductors with opposite currents

Let us consider the particular case where there exist two indices i1 and i2, 1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ NC, such that Ii1(t) = −Ii2(t) =

I(t). In this case, the number of unknown currents in system (25)–(29) is NC − 1 and accordingly, we cannot prescribe each
potential drop Cij(t), j = 1, 2 arbitrarily, but only the difference of potential drops: V (t) := Ci1(t) − Ci2(t) (in fact, it is this
difference of potential drops the magnitude that is physically known).

In this case, Eq. (23), for i = i1, i2, yields

d
dt


Ωi1

σi1Az(x, y, t) dxdy + I(t) = −Ci1(t)α
−1
i1

, (31)

d
dt


Ωi2

σi2Az(x, y, t) dxdy − I(t) = −Ci2(t)α
−1
i2

. (32)

By subtracting Eqs. (31) and (32) after multiplication by αij , j = 1, 2, respectively, we get

αi1
d
dt


Ωi1

σi1Az(x, y, t) dxdy − αi2
d
dt


Ωi2

σi2Az(x, y, t) dxdy

+ (αi1 + αi2)I(t) = −Ci1(t) + Ci2(t) = −V (t). (33)

This equation replaces the two ones in (23), for i = i1, i2 and allows us to eliminate the currents in Eqs. (20), for i = i1, i2.
Thus, the corresponding equations in (25), i.e., those for i = i1, i2, become,

1
(αi1 + αi2)meas(Ωi1)


αi1

d
dt


Ωi1

σi1Az(x, y, t) dxdy − αi2
d
dt


Ωi2

σi2Az(x, y, t) dxdy


ez

+ curl(νi1(|curl A|)curl A) = −
1

meas(Ωi1)(αi1 + αi2)
V (t) ez in Ωi1 , (34)
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1
(αi1 + αi2)meas(Ωi2)


−αi1

d
dt


Ωi1

σi1Az(x, y, t) dxdy + αi2
d
dt


Ωi2

σi2Az(x, y, t) dxdy


ez

+ curl(νi2(|curl A|)curl A) =
1

meas(Ωi2)(αi1 + αi2)
V (t) ez in Ωi2 . (35)

If σi is constant in Ωi, from (19) we have

αi


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, t) dxdy =
1

meas(Ωi)


Ωi

Az(x, y, t) dxdy. (36)

In that case, Eqs. (34) and (35) can be written as

1
(αi1 + αi2)


1

meas(Ωi1)

d
dt


Ωi1

Az(x, y, t) dxdy −
1

meas(Ωi2)

d
dt


Ωi2

Az(x, y, t) dxdy


ez

+meas(Ωi1)curl(νi1(|curl A|)curl A) = −
1

(αi1 + αi2)
V (t) ez in Ωi1 , (37)

1
(αi1 + αi2)


−

1
meas(Ωi1)

d
dt


Ωi1

Az(x, y, t) dxdy +
1

meas(Ωi2)

d
dt


Ωi2

Az(x, y, t) dxdy


ez

+meas(Ωi2)curl(νi2(|curl A|)curl A) =
1

(αi1 + αi2)
V (t) ez in Ωi2 . (38)

Remark 2.2. Notice that, after solving the problem, we know the vector potential field A = Azez from which the current
density and then the current across Ωij , j = 1, 2 can be computed. Next, the potential drop in each conductor, Cij(t), can be
obtained from Eqs. (31) and (32).

3. Numerical solution

The numerical solution of the above problems is done by using the implicit Euler scheme for time discretization
combined with standard continuous piecewise linear finite elements on triangular meshes for space discretization. After
full discretization, Problem 2.2 is solved at each time of a mesh of the time interval (see below). Let us notice that, if NC = 0,
Eqs. (25) and (29) are not needed and then, for each time t ∈ [0, T ], the problem is similar to a nonlinear standard
magnetostatic problem. On the contrary, if NC ≠ 0 the problem is not standard and some currents have to be computed. For
this purpose, in the next section we introduce a time discretization of the problem.

3.1. Time discretization

Let 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tM = T be a partition of the time interval of simulation [0, T ]. We propose the following implicit
Euler-like scheme:

• m = 0 (initial time).
By using the (given) initial currents I0i , i = 1, . . . ,NC and Ii(0), i = NC + 1, . . . ,N , we solve the nonlinear

magnetostatic problem (20)–(22) to compute A0.
• m ≥ 1.

An approximation of the magnetic vector potential at time tm−1 is known from the previous time step, namely, Am−1.
Then Am

= Am
z ez is the solution of the problem,

1
tm − tm−1

1
meas(Ωi)


Ωi

σiAm
z (x, y) dxdy ez + curl(νi(|curl Am

|)curl Am)

=
1

meas(Ωi)


−Ci(tm)α−1

i +
1

tm − tm−1


Ωi

σiAm−1
z (x, y) dxdy


ez in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (39)

curl(νi(|curl Am
|)curl Am) =

Ii(tm)

meas(Ωi)
ez in Ωi, i = NC + 1, . . . ,N, (40)

curl(νN+1(|curl Am
|)curl Am) = 0 in ΩN+1, (41)

Am
= 0 on ∂Ω. (42)
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3.2. An iterative algorithm

Wenotice that, at each time step, problem (39)–(42) is nonlinear sowepropose an iterative algorithm for solution, known
as Bermúdez–Moreno algorithm, that has been introduced in [16] in a different abstract context.

Let us denote by H i the nonlinear operator from R2 into itself giving the magnetic field from the magnetic induction in
domain Ωi, that is H = H i(B) := νi(|B|)B. We recall that νi, the magnetic reluctivity of Ωi, is the inverse of the magnetic
permeability µi. Actually we have:

B = B i(H) := µi(|H|)H

and H i = B−1
i .

Let us assume thatH i can be extended to amaximalmonotone operator (see for instance, [17]). Let us associate a positive
real number ωi with each domain Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,N + 1. For a given field A let us introduce a multiplier Pi defined in Ωi by

Pi := −ωicurl A + H i(curl A). (43)

Then, it is possible to prove (see [16]) that (43) is equivalent to

Pi = H
ωi
i,λi

(curl A + λiPi), (44)

for all 0 < λi < 1/ωi. In (44), Hωi
i,λi

denotes the so-called Yosida regularization of operator H i − ωiI given by

H
ωi
i,λi

(B) :=
B − J

ωi
i,λi

(B)

λi
, (45)

where J
ωi
i,λi

denotes the resolvent operator defined by

H = J
ωi
i,λi

(B) if and only if H + λi(H i − ωiI)(H) = B,

and I is the identity operator.
Then, equality (44) suggests the use of the following algorithm to solve the nonlinear problem (39)–(42):

• Initial iteration (s = 1):

P0
i,[1] = 0, i = 1, . . . ,N + 1, (46)

Pm
i,[1] = Pm−1

i , i = 1, . . . ,N + 1, form ≥ 1. (47)

• Iteration s > 1: Pm
i,[s], i = 1, . . . ,N + 1 are known. Then compute, successively,

1. Am
[s] as the solution of the (linear) problem,

1
tm − tm−1

1
meas(Ωi)


Ωi

σiAm
z,[s](x, y) dxdy ez + ωi curl(curl Am

[s])

=
1

meas(Ωi)


−Ci(tm)α−1

i +
1

tm − tm−1


Ωi

σiAm−1
z (x, y) dxdy


ez

− curl Pm
i,[s], in Ωi, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (48)

ωi curl(curl Am
[s]) =

Ii(tm)

meas(Ωi)
ez − curl Pm

i,[s] in Ωi, i = NC + 1, . . . ,N, (49)

ω0 curl(curl Am
[s]) = −curl Pm

0,[s] in ΩN+1, (50)

Am
[s] = 0, on ∂Ω. (51)

2. Pm
i,[s+1] = H

ωi
i,λi

(curl Am
[s] + λiPm

i,[s]), i = 1, . . . ,N + 1.

Remark 3.1. In the case of a magnetically linear material we do not need to introduce the correspondingmultiplier P. More
precisely, parameter ωi should be replaced with the magnetic reluctivity in that subdomain and the term involving P on the
right-hand side suppressed.

Remark 3.2. We notice that the linear partial differential operators involved in partial differential equations (48)–(50) are
independent of both time stepm and iteration [s] as long as the time step is constant.Moreover, when they are discretized by
finite elements, the corresponding coefficientmatrix is symmetric and positive definite so it can be assembled and factorized
only once, out of the two loops corresponding to time steps and iterations.
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Remark 3.3. The iterative algorithm proposed above is actually a fixed point method. Moreover, if ω is interpreted as a
fixed magnetic reluctivity, this algorithm is similar to the well-known polarization method [18] in that both are based on
the splitting (43). However, the updating of the multiplier is different: in [18] it is done by using (43), while in the present
paper it is based on some properties of maximal monotone operators and its Yosida regularization. The convergence of the
proposed algorithm has been proved in [16] for λω ≤ 1/2 and its performance depends on the choice of these parameters;
we refer the reader to [19] for the choice of optimal parameters in some cases. In a similar way, the convergence of the
polarization methods also depends on the value of ω (see [18,20]).

4. Computing periodic solutions

If NC = 0, the nonlinear boundary-value problem (20)–(24) has a periodic solution when the given currents
I1(t), . . . , IN(t) are periodic functions of period T . However, the problem of computing periodic solutions is more involved
when there are conductors for which we know the potential drops Ci(t) instead of the currents, i.e., if NC ≠ 0. In this case
we will assume that the given potential drops are periodic with the same period T and null average, that is, T

0
Ci(t)dt = 0, i = 1, . . . ,NC.

We will also assume that the given currents Ii(t), i = NC + 1, . . . ,N are periodic functions with common period T .
In order to compute a periodic solution,we could take any initial conditions I⃗0 = (I01 , . . . , I

0
NC

) and integrate the algebraic-
differential system of equations until convergence to a periodic solution. However, this procedure can be very costly from
the computational point of view if the ‘‘initial currents’’ are far from the ones corresponding to the periodic solution we
are looking for. In what follows we propose a method to determine these ‘‘initial currents’’, in such a way that the periodic
solution can be obtained by integrating the problem along one single period.

For t ∈ [0, T ], let us denote by Ft = (Ft,1, . . . , Ft,NC) the mapping from RNC into itself such that, to the vector of currents
I⃗ = (I1, . . . , INC) ∈ RNC associates the numbers

Ft,i(⃗I) = αi


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, t) dxdy, i = 1, . . . ,NC.

We notice that computing Ft (⃗I) requires to solve a nonlinear magnetostatic problem at each time t , in order to determine
field Az(x, y, t). By using this mapping, Eqs. (23) can be rewritten as

dFt,i(⃗I(t))
dt

+ αiIi(t) = −Ci(t), i = 1, . . . ,NC. (52)

Moreover, since the equations to compute Ft,i(⃗I(t)) do not involve any time derivative (they are a magnetostatic problem
for each time t), if all currents {I1(t), . . . , IN(t)} are periodic then functions Ft,i(⃗I(t)) are also periodic. By integrating (52)
along a period, we get

FT ,i(⃗I(T )) − F0,i(⃗I0) + αi

 T

0
Ii(t)dt = −

 T

0
Ci(t)dt, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (53)

and then, as Ci is assumed to have null average, we deduce T

0
Ii(t)dt = 0, i = 1, . . . ,NC. (54)

In fact (54) is a necessary and sufficient condition for Ft,i(⃗I(t)) to be a periodic function. Let us integrate (52) from 0 to t:

Ft,i(⃗I(t)) − F0,i(⃗I0) + αi

 t

0
Ii(s)ds = −

 t

0
Ci(s)ds, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (55)

and then again from 0 to T : T

0
Ft,i(⃗I(t))dt − F0,i(⃗I0)T + αi

 T

0

 t

0
Ii(s)ds


dt = −

 T

0

 t

0
Ci(s)ds


dt, i = 1, . . . ,NC. (56)

From these equations it follows that T

0
Ft,i(⃗I(t))dt − F0,i(⃗I0)T + αi

 T

0
(T − s)Ii(s)ds = −

 T

0
(T − s)Ci(s)ds, i = 1, . . . ,NC. (57)

These equations allow us to compute the initial currents I⃗0 leading to a periodic solution from the initial time. This
computation can be done by using iterative methods which require solving problem (20)–(24) in [0, T ] at each iteration.
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In what follows we propose a much simpler alternative method by approximating equations (52) in a way to be precised
below. Notice that these equations can be written as

NC
j=1

(DFt (⃗I))ij
dIj(t)
dt

+ αiIi(t) = −Ci(t), i = 1, . . . ,NC, (58)

where (DFt (⃗I))ij denotes the ij-th element of the Jacobian matrix DFt (⃗I) of Ft at point I⃗ . Let us assume the following
hypothesis:

αiT

min
t ,⃗I

(|DFt (⃗I)|)ii
≪ 1, i = 1, . . . ,NC.

In this case, the term involving αi can be neglected in (58) and hence in Eqs. (57), which become T

0
Ft,i(⃗I(t))dt − F0,i(⃗I0)T = −

 T

0
(T − s)Ci(s)ds, i = 1, . . . ,NC. (59)

Solving this system of equations to compute I⃗0 has the same difficulty as (57). However, we want that property (54) be still
satisfied by the approximate solution so let us suppose for a moment that all the materials are magnetically linear. Then,
even in the case where permanent magnets are present, mapping Ft is affine. In fact, it can be written as follows,

Ft (⃗I) = GI⃗ + Ft(0),

for some matrix G of order NC independent of t . Then (59) yields T

0
(GI⃗ + Ft(0))dt − F0(⃗I0)T = −

 T

0
(T − s)C⃗(s)ds, (60)

and, since we want to keep property (54), T

0
Ft(0) dt − F0(⃗I0)T = −

 T

0
(T − s)C⃗(s)ds. (61)

Hence, in order to compute an initial condition leading to a periodic solution from the initial time, we have to solve the
system of equations:

F0(⃗I0) =
1
T

 T

0
Ft(0)dt +

 T

0
(T − s)C⃗(s)ds


. (62)

Notice that, in order to solve (62), it is first necessary to compute the term Ft(0) by solving a magnetostatic problem for
each value of t ∈ [0, T ]. Once this term has been computed, the nonlinear system (62), unlike (57), only involves the
magnetostatic problem for time t = 0.

Remark 4.1. Wenotice that if there are no permanentmagnets and as far as the given currents INC+1(t), . . . , IN(t) have null
average, we have T

0
Ft(0)dt = 0,

and hence (62) simplifies to

F0(⃗I0) =
1
T

 T

0
(T − s)C⃗(s)ds


. (63)

Moreover, if N = NC and there are permanent magnets, Ft(0) is constant in time, that is, Ft(0) = F0(0) for all t . Then,

1
T

 T

0
Ft(0)dt


= F0(0)

and Eq. (62) becomes

GI⃗0 =
1
T

 T

0
(T − s)C⃗(s)ds, (64)

which means that we could compute equivalent initial currents without including the magnets in the procedure.
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In the nonlinear case, may be Eq. (62) does not hold exactly. However, the numerical experiments show that its solution
is still a good approximation of the initial currents leading to a periodic solution.

Remark 4.2. Let us adapt the previous method to the particular case considered in Section 2.3. Let us write (62) for the
couple of indices i1 and i2 as follows:

F0,i1 (⃗I
0) =

1
T

 T

0
Ft,i1(0)dt +

 T

0
(T − s)Ci1(s)ds


, (65)

F0,i2 (⃗I
0) =

1
T

 T

0
Ft,i2(0)dt +

 T

0
(T − s)Ci2(s)ds


. (66)

Since we do not know either Ci1(t) or Ci2(t) but the difference V (t), we subtract these equations to get

F0,i1 (⃗I
0) − F0,i2 (⃗I

0) =
1
T

 T

0
(Ft,i1(0) − Ft,i2(0))dt +

 T

0
(T − s)V (s)ds


. (67)

This equation will replace (65) and (66). Accordingly, the number of unknowns is also reduced because I0i1 = −I0i2 .

Eq. (62) is a nonlinear system for I⃗0 that can be solved by numerical algorithms; in particular, by the Newton’s method.
For this purpose it is necessary to compute the partial derivatives of functions F0,i. This task will be done below.

Firstly, let us introduce the vector g⃗ ∈ RNC whose components are

gi :=
1
T

 T

0
Ft,i(0)dt +

 T

0
(T − s)Ci(s)ds


, i = 1, . . . ,NC. (68)

The Newton’s method constructs a sequence, {⃗I[n]}, converging to I⃗0, namely,

I⃗[n+1] = I⃗[n] − DF0(⃗I[n])−1(F0(⃗I[n]) − g⃗), (69)

where F0(⃗I) := (F0,1(⃗I), . . . , F0,NC (⃗I)) and DF0(⃗I) denotes the Jacobian matrix of F0 at point I⃗ .
Let ∆I⃗[n] be the solution of the linear system of order NC,

DF0(⃗I[n])∆I⃗[n] = −F0(⃗I[n]) + g⃗, (70)

then we can write (69) as

I⃗[n+1] = I⃗[n] + ∆I⃗[n].

Thus, each Newton iteration amounts to solve a linear system whose matrix is the Jacobian matrix DF0(⃗I[n]).
In order to build this matrix, let us consider the following weak magnetostatic problem:
Given I⃗ ∈ RNC , find Az ∈ H1

0(Ω) such that

N+1
i=1


Ωi

νi(|curl A|)curl A · curl Z dxdy = ⟨f , Z⟩ + ⟨BI⃗, Z⟩ ∀Z ∈ H1
0(Ω), (71)

with A := Azez, Z := Zez and

⟨f , Z⟩ :=

N
i=NC+1


Ωi

Ii(0)
meas(Ωi)

Z dxdy,

⟨BI⃗, Z⟩ :=

NC
i=1


Ωi

Ii
meas(Ωi)

Z dxdy.

Let us emphasize that Ii(0), i = NC + 1, . . . ,N are known. We only have to compute the initial currents for conductors
where the potential drops are prescribed.

Let us consider the nonlinear operator Ψ from RNC into H1
0(Ω) and the linear operator L from H1

0(Ω) into RNC defined by,

Ψ (⃗I) := Az,

(L(Az))i := αi


Ωi

σiAz(x, y, 0) dxdy, i = 1, . . . ,NC.

It is clear that F0 can be expressed as composition of functions Ψ and L defined above

F0(⃗I) = (L ◦ Ψ )(⃗I).
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As a consequence, by using the chain rule and the linearity of operator L, we deduce

DF0(⃗I) = L ◦ DΨ (⃗I). (72)

Hence, computing DF0(⃗I) amounts to compute DΨ (⃗I).
In order to avoid the non-differentiability of the norm at the null vector, we use the trick

ν(|curl A|) =
1
2

ϕ(|curl A|
2)

where

ϕ(x) := 2 ν
√

x

. (73)

We assume that ϕ is differentiable at any non-negative value. Then, we can rewrite (71) as
N+1
i=1


Ωi

1
2

ϕi(|curl A|
2)curl A · curl Z dxdy = ⟨f , Z⟩ + ⟨BI⃗, Z⟩ ∀Z ∈ H1

0(Ω).

By applying the implicit function theorem to the previous equation, we can deduce that, for any δ I⃗ ∈ RNC , the vector
field δA := DΨ (⃗I)(δ I⃗) is the solution of the following weak linear problem:

N+1
i=1


Ωi

(ϕ′

i (|curl A|
2)(curl A ⊗ curl A)curl δA · curl Z

+
1
2

ϕi(|curl A|
2)curl δA · curl Z) dxdy = ⟨Bδ I⃗, Z⟩ ∀Z ∈ H1

0(Ω). (74)

Let us recall that the tensor product of two vectors a and b of the same dimension is the endomorphism a⊗b defined by

(a ⊗ b)c = c · b a

for any vector c.
Therefore, by using (72),

(DF0(⃗I)(δ I⃗))i = αi


Ωi

σiδAz(x, y, 0) dxdy, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (75)

δA being the solution of (74).
The symmetric bilinear form, a(·, ·), associated to problem (74) is given by:

a(u, v) :=

N+1
i=1


Ωi

(ϕ′

i (|curl A|
2)(curl A ⊗ curl A)curl u · curl v

+
1
2

ϕi(|curl A|
2)curl u · curl v) dxdy (76)

on H1(Ω) × H1(Ω), where u = uez and v = vez . Let us introduce the tensor fields

SA,i := ϕ′

i (|curl A|
2)(curl A ⊗ curl A) +

1
2

ϕi(|curl A|
2)I, i = 1, . . . ,NC,

where I represents the identity matrix. Then δA is the solution of the linear magnetostatic problem:
Ω

SA curl δA · curl Z dxdy = ⟨Bδ I⃗, Z⟩ ∀Z ∈ H1
0(Ω), (77)

where SA is the tensor defined by SA|Ωi := SA,i , i = 1, . . . ,N + 1.
Since curl A is constant in every triangle of the mesh, the same is true for SA. Moreover, in the case where material Ωi is

linear, we have SA,i = νi I.
Then, in order to obtain the order NC matrix DF0(⃗I), it will be enough to solve (77) for δ I⃗ = ej, j = 1, . . . ,NC, where ej

is the j-th vector of the canonical basis in RNC . Indeed, for this choice, vector L(δAj) is just the j-th column of the Jacobian
matrix DF0(⃗I).

Thus, in every iteration of the Newton’s method we have to solve NC linear magnetostatic problems with the same
‘‘reluctivity’’ matrix SAn , where An is the solution of the nonlinear magnetostatic problem corresponding to I⃗[n]. It is worth
mentioning that the coefficient matrix of the finite element approximation of problem (77) does not depend on index j so it
can be computed and factorized only once per Newton’s iteration.

Finally, in order to solve the linear system (70) we can use Gauss method. We notice that vector g⃗ in the right-hand side
is independent of n so it should be computed only once out of the Newton’s iteration loop.
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Remark 4.3. Wecan adapt the above algorithm to the particular case described in Section 2.3. For this purpose let us assume
that among the NC conductors where the currents are unknown, 2NV of them are couples with opposite currents. Let us
denote by U the Boolean matrix of order NC × (NC − NV) such that to each ‘‘reduced current vector’’ I in RNC−NV associates
the full vector of currents, I⃗ , along the whole NC conductors i.e., I⃗ = UI.

Let G0 be the mapping from RNC−NV into itself defined by

G0(I) := UtF0(UI).

Then we have

DG0(I) = UtDF0(UI)U.

In order to determine the initial currents we have to solve the following nonlinear system (see Remark 4.2):

G0(I) = Ut g⃗,

with the components of Ut g⃗ given in (67). In this case the Newton’s method becomes

I[n+1] = I[n] + ∆I[n],

where ∆I[n] is the solution of the linear system:

UtDF0(U(I[n])) U ∆I[n] = −Ut F0(UI) + Ut g⃗. (78)

Remark 4.4. In practical applications, for each subdomainΩi with a nonlinearmaterial, we have a B–H table. In otherwords,
we have discrete values for the magnetic reluctivity of each domain Ωi. From these values, we can also obtain a table of
discrete values for ϕi (see (73)). Using this table we build an interpolating cubic spline fromwhich the derivative ϕ′

i is easily
computed.

Remark 4.5. Since we have neglected the term involving the Ii(t) in Eq. (52), the initial condition I⃗0 obtained by the above
procedure may not yield exactly the periodic solution of (52) we are seeking, from t = 0. Anyway, as numerical results
show, we get a good approximation that could be improved by computing a few more periods if needed.

5. An example with cylindrical symmetry

In this section we describe an example with cylindrical geometry which has an analytical solution even in the nonlinear
case. This feature will be exploited in the next section to validate the above numerical methods.

Let us consider a cylindrical domain composed by a laminated magnetic core, surrounded by an infinitely thin coil (see
Fig. 2). We denote by (r, θ, z) the cylindrical coordinate system and by er , eθ , ez the corresponding unit vectors of the local
orthonormal basis. We assume that the z axis coincides with the central axis of the cylindrical domain. Moreover, the core
and the coil are assumed to be infinite in the z-direction.

Let us suppose axisymmetry of the current sources and also that they are supported on the core–air interphase. Thus, the
coil is modeled as a surface conductor in 3D and then by a curve in 2D; namely, let the inner coil be located on the surface
S1, r = R1, and the outer one S2, placed on r = R2. In order to apply the 2D transient magnetic model described in previous
sections we suppose that the surface current density of the sources is given by JS(r, θ, z, t) = JSz (r, t)ez , for r = R1, R2,
with

JSz (R1, t) =
ne I(t)
2πR1

and

JSz (R2, t) = −
ne I(t)
2πR2

,

ne being the number of turns of the coil and I(t) the current in the coil.
In this example, the data of the problem can be either the current I(t) or the difference of potential drops in the two

conductors, namely, V (t) = C1(t) − C2(t).
In this case, all fields are independent of the azimuthal variable. In particular, themagnetic vector potential is of the form

A(r, θ, z, t) = Az(r, t)ez . (79)

Hence,

curl A = −
∂Az

∂r
eθ (80)
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Fig. 2. Magnetic core (left) and sketch of the cross section (right).

and Eqs. (12), (30) become

∂

∂r


r
µ

∂Az

∂r


= 0 in the laminated core and in the air, (81)

1
µ

∂Az

∂r


= JSz on the surface of the core, (82)

where [·] denotes the jump across the surface of the core.
In this case Problem 2.1 can be easily solved. Notice that we neglect the electrical conductivity of the laminated core

along the axial direction and we actually solve a magnetostatic problem at each time.
Indeed, since B = curl A, from (80) we deduce B = Bθeθ and then

Az(r, t) = Az(∞, t) +


∞

r
Bθ (s, t) ds =


∞

r
Bθ (s, t) ds. (83)

Moreover, from the constitutive law we have

Bθ (r, t) = B(Hθ (r, t)),

with B(Hθ ) = µ(|Hθ |)Hθ , and from the Ampére’s law the magnetic field Hθ can be obtained as

Hθ (r, t) =


0, 0 ≤ r ≤ R1,
ne I(t)
2πr

, R1 ≤ r ≤ R2,

0, r ≥ R2.

Let us notice that, in this example, the magnetic field intensity does not depend on the magnetic properties of the core,
that is, on the particular function B relating the magnetic induction to the magnetic field intensity.

Therefore,

Az(r, t) =



 R2

R1
Bθ (s, t) ds, 0 ≤ r ≤ R1, R2

r
Bθ (s, t) ds, R1 ≤ r ≤ R2,

0, r ≥ R2.

In the linear case, B(Hθ ) = µHθ , and we get

Az(r, t) =


µneI(t)

2π
log


R2

R1


, 0 ≤ r ≤ R1,

µneI(t)
2π

log

R2

r


, R1 ≤ r ≤ R2,

0, r ≥ R2.

Now, let us suppose function B is given by

B(Hθ ) = µ0Hθ + α arctan(γHθ ), (84)

where α and γ are two constants depending on the material.
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Then, if R1 ≤ r ≤ R2,

Bθ (r, t) = B(Hθ (r, t)) = B


neI(t)
2πr


= µ0

neI(t)
2πr

+ α arctan


γ neI(t)
2πr


. (85)

Let us compute Az . First, let us denote,

β(t) :=
γ neI(t)

2π
.

Then, we have

Az(r, t) = µ0
neI(t)
2π

log

R2

R1


+ α


β(t)
2

log


β(t)2 + R2
2

β(t)2 + R2
1


+ R2 arctan


β(t)
R2


− R1 arctan


β(t)
R1


,

for 0 ≤ r ≤ R1,

Az(r, t) = µ0
neI(t)
2π

log

R2

r


+ α


β(t)
2

log


β(t)2 + R2
2

β(t)2 + r2


+ R2 arctan


β(t)
R2


− r arctan


β(t)
r


,

for R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 and

Az(r, t) = 0, for r ≥ R2.

Then 
S2

σ S
2 Az(r, t) dr = 0,

while 
S1

σ S
1 Az(r, t) dr = 2πR1σ

S
1


µ0

neI(t)
2π

log

R2

R1


+ α


β(t)
2

log


β(t)2 + R2
2

β(t)2 + R2
1


+ R2 arctan


β(t)
R2


− R1 arctan


β(t)
R1


,

where σ S
i (Ohm−1) are the surface electrical conductivities of coils Si, i = 1, 2. Then,

αi =
1

2πRiσ
S
i
, i = 1, 2,

and Eq. (23) yields (we notice that in this case N = NC = 2):

d
dt


S1

σ S
1 Az(x, y, t) dl + neI(t) = −C1(t)2πR1σ

S
1 , (86)

−neI(t) = −C2(t)2πR2σ
S
2 . (87)

If current I(t) is given, Eqs. (86) and (87) allow us to compute the potential drops in each of the two conductors. More
specifically, we have,

C1(t) = −
neI(t)
2πR1σ

S
1

−
neI ′(t)
2π


µ0 log


R2

R1


+

γ α

2
log


β2

+ R2
2

β2 + R2
1


, (88)

C2(t) =
neI(t)
2πR2σ

S
2
. (89)

Conversely, by subtracting (89) from (88) we get

neI ′(t)
2π


µ0 log


R2

R1


+

γ α

2
log


β2

+ R2
2

β2 + R2
1


+


1

R1σ
S
1

+
1

R2σ
S
2


neI(t)
2π

= −V (t). (90)

This is a (nonlinear) first order ordinary differential equation that can be integrated (may be, numerically) with the initial
condition I(0) = I0, in order to obtain the current I(t) from the difference of potential drops in the two conductors, V (t).

In the linear case, B(Hθ ) = µHθ and the above equation becomes

µne

2π
log


R2

R1


I ′(t) +


1

R1σ
S
1

+
1

R2σ
S
2


neI(t)
2π

= −V (t). (91)
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Fig. 3. B(Hθ ) curve used in the analytical test (left). Voltage drop vs. time for I(t) = 3000 cos(100π t) (right).

We recall that its unique solution for I(0) = I0 is given by,

I(t) = e−
a
b t

I0 −

 t

0

1
b
V (s)e

a
b sds


, (92)

where

a =


1

R1σ
S
1

+
1

R2σ
S
2


ne

2π

and

b =
µne

2π
log


R2

R1


.

Remark 5.1. Notice that this example corresponds to the particular case considered in Section 2.3. Eq. (33) becomes,

α1
d
dt


S1

σ S
1 Az(x, y, t) dl + (α1 + α2)neI(t) = −C1(t) + C2(t) = −V (t). (93)

(Subtract (87) from (86) after multiplying these equations by α2 and α1, respectively.)

6. Numerical results

In this section we report some numerical results obtained with a Fortran code implementing the numerical methods
described above. First, in order to check the implementation of the numerical code we have solved the analytical example
presented in the previous section by providing a surface voltage drop as data. Next, by using the same geometry, we
have solved the problem with a PWM voltage drop where the computation of the initial current is crucial to reduce the
computational effort. We illustrate this fact by using linear and nonlinear examples. Finally, we present an application in a
two-dimensional geometry taken from [14] and compare the computational effort needed to reach the steady-state starting
from the current obtained by the method in Section 4 or from the null current.

6.1. Test with known analytical solution

Let us consider the cylindrical device presented in Section 5 the transversal section of which is depicted in Fig. 2. The
coil is modeled as a surface conductor as it has been done in the analytical computations; namely, the inner coil is placed at
r = R1 and the outer one at r = R2. Surface sources defined on these surfaces (curves in 2D) will be the data for the discrete
problem.

Since both conductors carry the same current with opposite sign, we can compute analytically the difference of their
respective potential drops for a known current I(t); namely, V (t) = C1(t) − C2(t), with C1 and C2 given by (88)–(89). We
have considered as reference current a cosine function of frequency f = 50 Hz, namely, I(t) = 3000 cos(2π ft), and solved
the discrete problem by providing the corresponding V (t) given by (90) which is represented in Fig. 3-right.

The magnetic core has a nonlinear magnetic behavior given by expression (84) with α = 3.5/π , and γ = 4999µ0/α.
Fig. 3-left illustrates this nonlinear function. On the other hand, σ S

1 = σ S
2 = σd where d is the thickness of the ‘‘surface’’

conductors. The geometrical and physical data that complete the example are given in Table 1.
Firstly, we have computed the initial current by using the procedure developed in Section 4. The tolerance parameter

used in the two iterative algorithms involved in the calculus has been 10−4 in relative error. The computed initial current is
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Fig. 4. Approximated current vs. time by using different number of time steps.

Fig. 5. PWM surface voltage drop.

Table 1
Axisymmetric test. Geometrical data and physical parameters (SI Units).

Description Parameter Value

Inner radius of the magnetic core R1 1 m
Outer radius of the magnetic core R2 1.401 m
Thickness of the coil d 0.001 m
Electrical conductivity of the coil σ 5.96 e7 (Ohmm)−1

Magnetic permeability of the vacuum µ0 4π × 10−7 Hm−1

Number of turns of the coil ne 1

2999.93, that is, a very good approximation of the exact value which is equal to 3000. Secondly, by using this initial current
we have solved the problem in a cycle, that is, in the time interval [0, 0.02] with the difference of potential drops, V (t), as
data. Fig. 4 shows the approximate and analytical current versus time by using 50, 100 and 200 steps in a cycle. Notice that
the approximation is very good and clearly improves as the time step tends to zero.

6.2. Test with a surface PWM voltage drop

In this sectionwe consider the geometry of the previous test suppliedwith a pulse-widthmodulation (PWM) voltage. This
kind of source is often used to feed electrical machines. It is a discontinuous function with a great number of discontinuities
in each period (see, for instance, [21]). Thus, we should use a very small time step in the numericalmethod to obtain accurate
results.Moreover, sincewe do not know the initial current corresponding to the steady-state solution, in principlewe should
solve the problem along a large number of cycles to compute the electromagnetic field. To illustrate this last feature, we
start analyzing the case of a linear magnetic core where, from a known value of the initial current, we can compute the
exact current I(t) by means of expression (92).

Let us consider the surface voltage depicted in Fig. 5 whose period is equal to 0.02 and oscillates between 188.46 V/m
and −188.46 V/m. If the relative magnetic permeability of the core is equal to 500, Fig. 6-left shows the current vs. time
obtained starting with an initial value I(0) = 0. Notice that the curve seems to reach the steady-state after about 9000
periods. However, if the initial current is taken to be 18320 A, which is the value obtained with the methodology described
above, the current shown in Fig. 6-right is periodic from the beginning. More precisely, Fig. 7 shows the current obtained by
the step-by-step method in the 2400th period and the one obtained in the first period with the suitable initial current.
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Fig. 6. Current [A] vs. time [s] with different starting points: I(0) = 0 (left) and I(0) approximated with the methodology proposed in this paper (right).
Linear magnetic core and PWM voltage supply.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of coil current by using a null initial current and the computed value. Linear magnetic core and PWM voltage supply.

Fig. 8. H–B curve used in the case of PWM excitation (left). Approximated current vs. time under PWM excitation (right).

To end this section, we exploit the procedure to compute the initial current in a nonlinear case and show the obtained
current under PWM excitation. In particular, we suppose that the magnetic core has the nonlinear behavior depicted in
Fig. 8-left which corresponds to an industrial laminated material. The initial current approximated by the above
methodology is equal to 6689.27 A and starting from this value we have computed the current for two cycles with the
finite element method. In each of them we have used 8000 time steps and the current obtained is shown in Fig. 8-right.
The steady state is reached in the first cycle which is an important advantage because the number of time steps needed in
each cycle is very large. We emphasize that this is the reason of having included the previous linear example, instead of a
nonlinear one, in order to show the importance of determining a good initial current in the case of PWM signals. Starting
from I(0) = 0 as some commercial packages do, would be extremely expensive from the computational point of view.
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Fig. 9. Cross section of the 2D domain (left); lengths are given in millimeter. H–B curve of the ferromagnetic core (right).

Fig. 10. Current [A] vs. time [s] with different starting points: I(0) = 0 (left) and I(0) obtained with the methodology proposed in this paper (right).

6.3. A two-dimensional nonlinear application

In this section we present the numerical results obtained in a two-dimensional domain which is composed by a copper
coil and a ferromagnetic screen. The geometry is depicted in Fig. 9 and has been taken from [14] where the authors solve a
nonlinear transient eddy current model by a novel method which also accelerates the transient process to the steady-state.
Here, we will use the same data but assuming that the ferromagnetic screen is not conducting and the copper section is a
stranded coil; notice that these assumptions are due to the fact our model does not include eddy currents. The H–B curve of
the ferromagnetic screen is shown in Fig. 9 and detailed in numerical format in [14]; the electrical conductivity of the coil
is equal to 5.7 e7 (Ohmm)−1.

The source for the coil is a potential drop per unit length in the z-direction given byC(t) = 1.4 sin(100π t)V/m. Firstly,we
have solved the nonlinear problem starting with null initial current and advanced in time until reaching the steady-state.
More precisely, we have solved 120 periods by using 50 time-steps per period and a stopping criterion of 0.01% for the
relative error in the nonlinear iterative algorithm. The evolution of the current in the coil is shown in Fig. 10-left.

On the other hand, we have computed the initial current by using the methodology described above. Starting from this
current, we have solved 60 periods and we can see in Fig. 10-right that the steady state is practically reached in the first
period. More precisely, the relative error in the Euclidean norm between the vector of currents in the first period and in the
60th period is less than 0.5%. Thus, once the right initial current is known one could solve only along one period to obtain
a good solution, which represents a very important saving in computational effort. Fig. 11 shows the current obtained by
the step-by-step method in the 120th period and the one obtained in the first period with the suitable initial current. The
difference is very small, actually less than 0.5% measured in the Euclidean norm.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of coil current by using a null initial current and the computed value.

Table 2
Average number of iterations vs. Cm and ω.

Cm 1.4 3 5 6.5

wa = 5094.66 13 97 101 91
wb = 757.48 14 15 42 73
wc = 9961.00 181 194 198 124

Finally,wepresent some results focused on the convergence of the numerical algorithmproposed in Section 3.2. Although
a detailed analysis of the convergence is out of the scope of this work, this algorithm seems to be an interesting alternative
for the numerical solution of nonlinear magnetic problems. In particular, we have solved the previous problem for different
levels of saturation by using different values of parameter ω. These values have been computed from the discrete data
conforming the H–B curve by following different procedures. More precisely, if Hi, Bi, i = 1, . . . , n are the discrete data
characterizing the nonlinear behavior of the ferromagnetic core, we define:

ωa =
1
n

n−1
i=1

Hi+1 − Hi

Bi+1 − Bi
, ωb =

n
i=1

Hi

n
i=1

Bi

and ωc =
νmin + νmax

2
,

where νmin and νmax denote the minimum andmaximum slope, respectively, of the H–B curve. The last value ωc guarantees
convergence for the polarization method presented in [18]. In all cases, the value of λ has been taken equal to 1/(2ω).

On the other hand, we have modified the amplitude Cm of the voltage drop per unit length in C(t) = Cm sin(100π t), in
order to consider different levels of saturation of the material. Table 2 shows the average number of iterations needed in a
cycle by using a tolerance parameter of 10−4 in relative error. Notice that, in each case, we have solved the problem only in
one cycle because the initial current has been computed by using the methodology proposed in the paper.

Notice also that the number of iterations clearly depends on the value ofω. In particular,ωb seems to be a suitable choice
when using a fixed parameter. In a forthcoming paper we will analyze the convergence when ω is no longer constant but a
function of (x, y), which could improve the performance of the method [19].

7. Conclusions

We have introduced a numerical method to compute nonlinear transient magnetic fields in two-dimensional domains
under different source conditions. If the source is given in terms of voltage drops, the transient problem also requires the
initial currents as data. The paper proposes an efficient methodology to compute the initial currents that correspond to the
steady-state solution thus allowing for an important saving in computational effort. In particular, the approach is very useful
to work with PWM signals which require many time steps per cycle, or with large complex geometries. The performance of
the methodology is shown by means of numerical experiments.
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